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Abstract

Objective: Recently, monkeypox virus is slowly evolving and there are fears it will spread as COVID-19. Computer-aided diag-
nosis (CAD) based on deep learning approaches especially convolutional neural network (CNN) can assist in the rapid deter-
mination of reported incidents. The current CADs were mostly based on an individual CNN. Few CADs employed multiple
CNNs but did not investigate which combination of CNNs has a greater impact on the performance. Furthermore, they relied
on only spatial information of deep features to train their models. This study aims to construct a CAD tool named “Monkey-
CAD” that can address the previous limitations and automatically diagnose monkeypox rapidly and accurately.

Methods: Monkey-CAD extracts features from eight CNNs and then examines the best possible combination of deep features
that influence classification. It employs discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to merge features which diminishes fused features'
size and provides a time-frequency demonstration. These deep features’ sizes are then further reduced via an entropy-based
feature selection approach. These reduced fused features are finally used to deliver a better representation of the input
features and feed three ensemble classifiers.

Results: Two freely accessible datasets called Monkeypox skin image (MSID) and Monkeypox skin lesion (MSLD) are
employed in this study. Monkey-CAD could discriminate among cases with and without Monkeypox achieving an accuracy
of 97.1% for MSID and 98.7% for MSLD datasets respectively.

Conclusions: Such promising results demonstrate that the Monkey-CAD can be employed to assist health practitioners. They
also verify that fusing deep features from selected CNNs can boost performance.
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Introduction
There have been various viral disease epidemics over the
last 20 years such as COVID-19 initiated in 2019. The
entire globe has only recently begun recovering from the
novel coronavirus pandemic, but the appearance of mon-
keypox in 2022 indicates the emergence of a new world-
wide virus.1,2 The Congo revealed its first instance of a
human infection caused by a monkeypox viral illness in
1970. Ever since then, monkeypox has been regarded
among the most threatening orthopoxviral for public
health. Monkeypox used to be most common virus in
West African countries. Nevertheless, it has recently been
observed in urban regions out beyond Africa.3 Because of

monkeypox’s quick propagation in 19 countries beyond
the outbreak zones,4 the recent multi-region pandemic of
the monkeypox disease poses a serious worldwide health
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concern.5 The globe could not afford a further disease out-
break, while the effects of the previous one are still being
felt.

Monkeypox can be diagnosed primarily using the poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR) technique or a skin lesion
check using electron microscopy. PCR is currently the
most common technique of virus verification, and it has
lately been employed for COVID-19 diagnosis.6–9

However, PCR has several drawbacks such as being expen-
sive and time-consuming, and there are insufficient kits in
rural regions.10,11 Besides, the tiny variations in skin irrita-
tion among various maladies (e.g. chickenpox, measles, and
cowpox) combined with the rareness of monkeypox disease
made early recognition extremely difficult using images
produced with electron microscopy.12 Early diagnosis of
monkeypox is critical for reducing the propagation of this
virus around the globe, isolating infected cases, and follow-
ing adequate treatment of infected cases. However, the early
detection procedure is complex as discussed earlier.
Therefore, automated approaches are essential to facilitate
the primary detection and diagnosis of monkeypox disease.

During the COVID-19 global epidemic, scientists and
health providers learned the importance of precise and
timely disease detection in order to prevent subsequent out-
breaks from causing indescribable morbidity. As was
observed throughout the prior disease epidemic, the techni-
ques of artificial intelligence (AI), along with their excep-
tional developments and use in the healthcare system,
have transformed into valuable tools for illness detection
and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) systems to assist in
disease diagnosis and precise clinical identifications of
several diseases such as breast cancer,13–15 brain tumors
and disorders,16–19 stomach illness,20 and eye diseases.21,22

Besides, AI has shown great success in other application
domains such as renewable energy,23,24 industry,25 and
agriculture.26 Consequently, analogous applications for
detecting monkeypox cases can be established.27,28

Images of infected individual skin can be collected and
used to identify this illness with adopted machine-learning
approaches including deep learning.

In the present study, a CAD framework named
MonDiaL-CAD classifies patients’ skin images into two
groups (i.e. monkeypox and negative including chicken
pox, healthy, and measles). The framework’s main goal is
to disclose an accurate decision using a blend of pre-trained
convolutional neural network (CNN) deep learning models
and machine learning classification methods. CNN is
deemed as the most potent deep learning algorithm profi-
cient in solving the issue that this research seeks to
address image classification;29 thus it is employed in this
study. The proposed CAD utilizes eight CNNs to extract
deep features rather than employing a single model like
most of the previous studies. Furthermore, instead of dir-
ectly combining features of these CNNs as in the case of
existing CAD systems, MonDiaL-CAD searches for the

best mixture of deep feature sets acquired from eight
CNNs using a forward search strategy. In addition,
current CAD models depend on learning the classification
models with only spatial data acquired from skin images;
however, MonDiaL-CAD uses discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) to fuse these feature sets and reduce their dimen-
sions and obtain time-frequency representations of features
which usually enhance detection accuracy. Additionally, in
contrast with present CADs, MonDiaL-CAD employs a
feature selection technique to further lessen the attribute
length, thus decreasing classification complexity. Finally,
it employs ensemble approaches to enhance classification
results.

The novelty and contribution of the present CAD are
shown below:

• Obtaining multiple deep features from several CNNs of
different structures instead of relying on one CNN
opposing the case in existing CADs.

• Investigating the best combination of deep feature sets
using a forward search strategy instead of using all
deep feature sets obtained from the multiple CNNs,
thus lowering the features’ space size and number of
CNNs employed to construct the proposed CAD.

• Combining every possible combination of deep feature
sets via DWT is helpful as it reveals the time-frequency
interpretations of deep attributes and performs a reduc-
tion step.

• Training the classification models based on spatial-time-
frequency features rather than utilizing spatial attributes
only dislikes what is done in current studies.

• Presenting a feature selection approach to select signifi-
cant deep features and reduce feature dimension which
correspondingly lower classification computational cost.

• Employing ensemble classification methods such as
Bagging, Random Subspace, and Rotation Forest to
boost performance.

The steps of the study design are as follows. First of all, the
research problem/question that the study will explore is
defined. This research problem/question involves detecting
monkeypox disease from skin lesion images and distin-
guishing it from non-monkeypox cases including compar-
able diseases such as chickenpox and measles using a
selected hybrid set of deep learning models. Next, in
order to address this research problem, an experimental
research design is conducted. A secondary data collection
procedure is identified where data is gathered through
extensive, manual investigations of websites, news
portals, and publicly available case reports. Afterward,
data is analyzed in a quantitative approach using several
deep learning models constructed using MATLAB
R2020a. Eight CNN deep learning models are created,
and deep features are extracted from these CNNs. The lit-
erature has shown that fusing deep features can boost
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performance,30–32 however selecting which combination of
CNN deep features is not well studied in previous related
works for monkeypox diagnosis. Therefore, in this study,
a forward search strategy is then employed to select the
best set of combined deep features. Note that fusion is
done using the DWT which could convey the time-
frequency illustration of the input which frequently boosts
performance.33 Then, the selected fused deep feature size
is reduced using a feature selection approach based on
entropy.

Literature review
In 1970, the very first human incident of monkeypox was
reported. Thereby, research on human monkeypox in the lit-
erature extends back to the 1970s.34 The study of human
monkeypox has recently upped due to the rapid spread of
monkeypox infection globally. Lately, some scholars35

stated in their study results that further research on this
subject is required. Even though human monkeypox illness
has been around for a long time, CAD-based studies for
primary diagnosis have only recently started. There is cur-
rently very little research on it. The insufficiency of CADs
created for image-based analysis of monkeypox has been
caused by the absence of a publicly released dataset for pur-
poses of training and testing because the virus has only
recently been broadly initiated in several countries.36 All of
these CADs employed CNNs due to their great capacity in
analyzing medical images and extracting significant patterns
of several diseases.37 Transfer learning (TL) has been
adopted in these studies to perform classification. TL is a
new branch of AI extensively used in a variety of medical
image analysis and diagnosis disciplines. It allows a model
that has been learned with a huge dataset on one task
(known as a pre-trained model) to be re-purposed on a
smaller dataset for another comparable task.38 This process
consequently accelerates training and boosts the efficiency
of deep learning models.39

The initial research that investigatedmonkeypoxdiagnosis
is the study by Ahsan et al.40 where the authors collected
images of patients infected by monkeypox from various
online accessible portals. Furthermore, the same authors
in41 developed a modified version of the VGG CNN model
using TL. Later, the study6 investigated the utilization of 13
pre-trained CNNs after adding global custom layers. The
authors then combined their predictions using majority
voting. Furthermore, the study42 utilized six CNNs separately
to distinguish images with monkeypox from images with
other diseasesandnormal cases usinganothernewdataset col-
lected from online sources called Monkeypox Skin Lesion
Dataset (MSLD).43 These CNNs include ResNet-18,
MobileNet, NasNetMobile, GoogLeNet, EfficientB0, and
ShuffleNet, where the highest performance was achieved
with MobileNet. The same dataset (MSLD) was used in44 to
train the ResNet-18 CNN model with TL. Similarly, the
studies45,46 employed the MSLD dataset to identify

monkeypox using a new version of GoogLeNet called
MiniGoogLeNet. In contrast, the study30 utilized the MSLD
dataset to train three CNNs involving Inception, Xception,
and DenseNet-169. The authors then combined predictions
of these three CNNs via the Beta function-based normaliza-
tion method. On the other hand, the research article31 fused
features of DenseNet and EfficientB0 fed with the MSLD
dataset.

A further dataset was introduced called Monkeypox Skin
Image Dataset (MSID)47 and was utilized in a number of
studies. For example, the study3 proposed a new approach
for fine-tuning customized CNN layers for identifying mon-
keypox disease from photos utilizing AI-Biruni Earth radius
(BER) optimization-based stochastic fractal search
(BERSFS). Likewise, the research article36 employed the
BER optimization approach along with the sine cosine
(SC) procedure and the particle swarm (PS) optimization
process to select features extracted from four CNNs separ-
ately using TL and optimized parameters of a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP) classifier. These CNNs involve ResNet-50,
AlexNet, GoogLeNet, and VGG-19 where GoogLeNet
achieved the highest performance. On the other hand, the
study12 employed several CNNs independently including
VGG-19, VGG-16, Xception, and MobileNet, The hyper-
parameters of these CNNs were optimized by means of a
Harris Hawks Optimizer (HHO) algorithm. Features were
then extracted from such CNNs and fed to seven classifiers,
and then the best predictions of these classifiers are fused
with majority voting. The VGG-19 predictions fused with
support vector machine (SVM) and random forest (RF)
results obtained the peak performance, whereas the
article48 used three CNNs including VGG-16, VGG-19,
and MobileNet on the MSID dataset where the highest per-
formance is reached with MobileNet. The authors of49 con-
structed a modified version of DenseNet-201 and trained it
using the original images of the MSID dataset to diagnose
monkeypox and differentiate it from other comparable dis-
eases. The study27 employed several CNN architectures
independently to differentiate between monkeypox and non-
monkeypox cases. The authors employed both the MSID
and MSLD datasets to validate their models.

Other authors collected their datasets through a web search
of available skin images of monkeypox, chickenpox, and
other diseases. For instance, the research article50 gathers
data on monkeypox and chickenpox through a web search.
The authors used the acquired data to train and test a custo-
mized CNN model to recognize monkeypox. Similarly, the
study51 explored websites, online portals, newspapers, and
freely distributed samples to search for monkeypox and
normal images. The authors then presented Generalization
and Regularization (GR)-based TL with ten CNNs to distin-
guish between monkeypox and normal images. In contrast,
the study52 acquired data on monkeypox as a positive class
in addition to Lyme, pityriasis rosea rash, drug rash, and ring-
worm infections as a negative class from online sources and
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combined it with the MSLD dataset. The authors then utilized
this dataset to construct five CNNs with different optimization
approaches to distinguish monkeypox from other comparable
diseases, whereas the authors of28 utilized for different CNNs
and independently and combined to identify monkeypox and
find out that the highest performance is attained with
GoogLeNet and ResNet combined.

Table 1 summarizes the literature. It can be observed from
Table 1 that most of the studies employed individual CNN
models to either perform classification or extract features;
nonetheless combining features or predictions from multiple
CNNs can boost performance.53–55 In addition, the few
studies6,12,30,31 which employed CNN ensembles did not
search for the best combination of deep feature sets extracted
from district CNNs, whereas searching for the best combin-
ation can improve performance with a less number of CNNs
and deep features. Furthermore, all of these studies relied on
spatial features only to achieve classification, while time-
frequency descriptors alongwith spatial information represen-
tations can enhance classification results.33,56 Additionally,
most of the existing CADs did not employ a feature selection
(FS) approach to reduce the dimensionality of feature space
and select the best significant features, to overcome these lim-
itationsexisting incurrentCADs.This study introduces anovel
CAD that employs several CNNs of distinct architectures. It
searches for the best combination of deep feature sets obtained
from these CNNs using a forward search strategy instead of
using all CNNs’ deep features. The introduced CAD while
investigatingdeep feature sets fuses eachpossible combination
of deep feature sets employingDWT that is capable of present-
ing the time-frequency demonstration within deep attributes.
Thus, the classification models of the proposed CAD are
trained with spatial-time-frequency descriptors not only
spatial information. TheCADaccomplishes a feature selection
approach to select significant features and reduce feature
dimensionality, thus lowering the complexity of the classifica-
tionprocess.Finally, theproposedCADutilizes ensembleclas-
sification models like Bagging, Random Subspace, and
Rotation Forest to boost performance.

Materials and methods

Monkeypox datasets

Monkeypox Skin Image Dataset. The experiments that will be
carried out in this paper will be constructed on two publicly
available datasets. The initial dataset is called MSID.47,49

Recently, with the initiation of monkeypox occurrence,
healthcare experts across the globe have expressed concerns
about diagnosing such a disease. To reach this aim, a new
skin image-based set of data devoted to the diagnosis of
monkeypox illness has been created. This collection
included 293 photos of healthy subjects, 279 of monkey-
pox, 107 pictures of chickenpox cases, and 91 photos of
cases of measles. All images were gathered using

Internet-based sources. In this study, in order to perform
binary classification, all chickenpox and measles images
are combined with 100 normal images forming the negative
class, while the entire images of monkeypox form the mon-
keypox class. Examples of the images located in each class
of the MSID dataset are displayed in Figure 1.

Monkeypox Skin Lesion Dataset. The other dataset utilized to
conduct the experiments of this article is called Monkeypox
Skin Lesion Dataset.43 The dataset contains 228 photographs,
102 of which are from the monkeypox category and 126 from
the non-monkeypox category. Instances of photos available in
each category are displayed in Figure 2. The monkeypox skin
lesion datasets were basically assembled by intensive manual
explorations of openly accessible case reports, news portals,
and websites. Automated web scrapers were not used. With
the aid of Google’s Reverse Image Search, every single one
of the skin lesion pictures found online was checked, and the
outcomes were combined with data from other sources.
Inclusion–exclusion criteria are as follows: The poor-quality,
weak-resolution, and negligible-of-focus photographs were
eliminated through a two-stage screening process, leaving
only the distinctive images that meet the standards for quality.

Proposed MonDiaL-CAD for monkeypox diagnosis

The proposed MonDiaL-CAD consists of six stages that are
summarized as follows: photo preprocessing and augmenta-
tion, pre-trained CNN building, deep feature extraction and
ranking, deep feature set fusion and selection, deep feature
selection, and finally diagnosis with ensemble learning. The
various stages of MonDiaL-CAD are shown in Figure 3.
The first block of Figure 3 represents the photo preproces-
sing stage, where primarily images of both datasets are pre-
processed including resizing and augmentation.
Subsequently, in the pre-trained CNN building stage
which is the second block of Figure 3, numerous pre-trained
CNNs are constructed and trained with these photos. After
that, the third block of Figure 3 shows the deep feature
extraction and ranking stage. In this stage, deep features
are acquired from these CNNs and then utilized individu-
ally to feed an SVM model. The diagnostic accuracy
achieved by the SVM classifier is utilized to rank these
deep feature sets generated. Next, in the fourth block of
Figure 3 which resembles the deep feature set fusion and
selection stage, the space of deep feature sets is examined
using a forward strategy to choose the best possible com-
bination of deep feature sets which boost performance,
where feature sets in this stage are fused using DWT.
Afterward, in the fifth block of Figure 3 revealing the
deep feature selection stage, a feature selection method is
employed to decrease the aspect of the selected combined
deep feature sets. Finally, the last block of Figure 3 demon-
strates the diagnosis with an ensemble learning stage in
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Table 1. Summary of the literature.

Study Dataset
#Images after
augmentation methods Classification Accuracy

41 Monkeypox2022
# images= 164

1915 Modified VGG-16 Binary
(monkeypox vs.
chickenpox)
(monkeypox vs. others)

83.0%
78.0%

6 Monkeypox2022
# images= 164

1755 VGG-16+ ResNet-50+ VGG-19+
ResNet-101+ Inception+MobileNet+
InceptionResNet+ XceptionEfficientB0
+ Efficient-B1+ Efficient-B2+
DenseNet-121+ DenseNet-169+
majority voting

Multiclass
(monkeypox vs.
chickenpox vs. measles
vs. normal)

87.13%

57 Monkeypox2022 41,503 MobileNet Multiclass
(monkeypox vs.
chickenpox vs. measles
vs. cowpox vs. smallpox
vs. normal)

99.25%

42 Monkeypox Skin
Lesion Dataset
(MSLD)43

#images= 228

3192 MobileNet Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

91.11%

44 MSLD 3192 ResNet-18 Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

99.81%

45 MSLD 2067 MiniGoogLeNet Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

97.08%

30 MSLD Unspecified Inception+ Xception+ DenseNet-169+
Beta function-based normalization
method

Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

93.39%

31 MSLD Unspecified EfficientB0+ DenseNet Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

94.57%

58 MSLD 3192 ResNet-50 Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

94.0%

3 MSID
#images= 770

N/A customized CNN+ BERSFS Multiclass
(monkeypox vs.
chickenpox vs. measles
vs. normal)

98.83%

36 MSID Unspecified GoogLeNet+ BER+ SC+ PS+MLP Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

93.8%

12 MSID Unspecified HHO+ VGG-19+ RF+ SVM+Majority
voting

Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

97.67%

48 MSID N/A MobileNet Multiclass
(monkeypox vs.

91.38%

(continued)
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which ensemble classifiers are built to perform the
diagnosis.

Photos preprocessing and augmentation. Photographs of the
two datasets are initially resized to be applicable to feed
each CNN’s input layer dimension. Their dimensions are
altered to 224× 224× 3 for ResNet-18, ResNet-50,
ResNet-101, Shuffle, and MobileNet. For Inception and
Xception images, aspects are changed to 229× 229× 3,

while for DarkNet-53, they are changed to 256× 256× 3.
After that, these images are split into 70%–30% for training
and testing. To improve the learning capability of CNNs, an
augmentation technique is vital. Augmentation decreases
the possibility of overfitting by generating replicas of the
training images, thus increasing the number of photos
used to train CNNs which leads to improving performance
and preventing overfitting.59,60 The approaches for aug-
mentation utilized in this work are transformation,

Table 1. Continued.

Study Dataset
#Images after
augmentation methods Classification Accuracy

chickenpox vs. measles
vs. normal)

49 MSID N/A DenseNet-201 Multiclass
(monkeypox vs. normal
vs. chickenpox vs.
measles)

91.91%

50 MSLD+ chickenpox
images online
#images= 342

20,100 Customized CNN Binary
(monkeypox vs.
chickenpox)

99.6%

51 Private
#images= 1830
Monkeypox2022

unspecified GL+ Xception
GL+ResNet-101

Binary
(monkeypox vs. normal)
Multiclass
(monkeypox vs. normal
vs. chickenpox vs.
measles)

94%
99%

52 Customized dataset+
MSLD

2056 MobileNet Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

96.8%

27 MSID
MSLD

477
328

EfficientNet-B4, ResNet-50, MobileNet,
Inception-V2

Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

96.5%
93%

28 Customized dataset 150 ResNet18+GoogLeNet Binary
(monkeypox vs. others)

91.57%

Figure 1. Examples of the images located in each class of the MSID
dataset.

Figure 2. Instances of the images located in each class of MSID
dataset.
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Figure 3. Various stages of the proposed MonDiaL-CAD.
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scaling, vertical and horizontal flipping, and vertical and
horizontal shearing.

Pre-trained CNN building. In this work, eight pre-trained
CNNs that were priorly learned on ImageNet are implemen-
ted using TL. These CNNs involve ResNet-18, Shuffle,
MobileNet, ResNet-50, Inception, Xception, ResNet-101,
and DarkNet-53. The reasons for choosing such CNNs
are that most of them have been used in the literature.
Also, each one of them has a unique architecture and advan-
tage, and merging these advantages could probably
improve performance. The number of fully connected
layers of every CNN is modified to be equal to 2 corre-
sponding to the amount of labels (monkeypox versus nega-
tive) used in the experiments performed in this work.
Following that, a few hyper-parameters are regulated,
which is debated afterward in the experiment installation
section. After that, such CNNs are re-trained using the
images of the MSID and MSLD datasets.

Deep feature set extraction and ranking. Deep attributes are
obtained via TL out of the latest pooling layer just after
the re-training process has been finished. The CNN struc-
ture has various layers; earlier ones discover the underlying
elements within a photograph, whereas the subsequent
layers locate comprehensive aspects of the image. Hence,
the last pooling layer is chosen to retrieve deep feature
sets. A further justification is that because the latter layers
acquire attributes of lesser dimensional space, and
because pooling layers lower the dimension of features,
deep feature sets are obtained from the last pooling layer.
The length of each deep feature set and the title of the

layer upon which features are extracted are discussed in
Table 2. These features are then employed separately to
train an SVM classifier. The classification accuracy attained
using this classifier is then used to rank these deep feature
sets generated.

Deep feature set fusion and selection. According to the
ranking score obtained in the previous stage, deep features
are investigated in a forward search strategy to find out the
best possible merged deep feature sets that boost perform-
ance. The forward strategy initiates with the deep feature
set having the highest-ranking record and then adds itera-
tively the subsequent deep feature set. Only if the classifica-
tion accuracy is improved, then this deep feature set
remains; otherwise it is eliminated. Note that, throughout
the deep feature sets, deep feature sets are fused using
DWT. DWT is a commonly used signal-processing
method that interprets input data simultaneously in the
domains of time and frequency. It uses multiple filters to
separate input data into the low-pass and high-pass
aspects.61 The low-pass filtered section contains informa-
tion about gradually evolving input attributes, while the
high-pass filtered section contains information about
abrupt shifts in feature representation.62 Multilevel DWT
is achieved by allowing the low-pass filtered section to
reenter a number of low- and high-pass filters to further
analyze input data. DWT demonstrates as mentioned
before the time-frequency representations of input data. It
is also used to compress input data. Therefore, DWT is
employed in this study to fuse deep feature sets which
after analyzing the combined deep feature sets provide
spatial-time-frequency demonstrations that could improve
the diagnostic process. Note that the dimensions of the
deep feature sets after fusion are reduced using the DWT
process. In this work, two levels of DWT are conducted
with the “Haar” mother wavelet.

Deep feature selection. Feature selection is a vital task in
determining the highly critical attributes among all features
to pinpoint their dimension, which improves detection cap-
ability and precludes overfitting.63–65 Thus, in this work, a
feature selection approach based on entropy is employed to
reduce the feature space aspect and select the considerable
ones. Entropy is an important metric for assessing the
uncertainty of random variables. When a random variable
has an equal chance of taking all possible values, the
entropy is maximized. Once the random variable gets one
value with a likelihood equal to 1, it gets the minimum
entropy.66 The larger the entropy of an attribute, the less
information it contains (the more costly the process of
entropy decreases) because its appointed weight is lower.
To begin calculating the entropy of a feature, the

Table 2. Deep feature extraction layer title and deep features
length.

CNN Model
Deep Feature Sets Extraction
Layer Title

Deep
Features
Length

Shuffle “node 200” 544

ResNet-18 “pool5” 512

ResNet-50 “avg_pool” 2048

ResNet-101 “pool5” 2048

MobileNet “global_average_pooling2d_1” 1280

Inception-V3 “avg_pool” 2048

Xception “avg_pool” 2048

DarkNet-53 “avg_1” 1024
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uncertainty function c is described as67:

c = log
1
p

( )
= − log (p) (1)

where p denotes the related probability. So, the quantifica-
tion of information entropy E(C) could be noticed by deter-
mining the probability of the uncertainty function:

E(C) =
∑
c∈C

c.p = −
∑

plog(p) (2)

where C denotes the collection of all possible events.

Diagnosis with ensemble learning. To rank deep feature sets
and perform the deep feature selection procedure, a linear
SVM classifier is used. However, in this final stage of the
diagnosis procedure, the MonDiaL-CAD is accomplished
using ensemble classification. The concept behind ensem-
ble classification is to train a collection of classifiers,
known as an ensemble of classifiers, and afterward merge
their outputs for the recognition of unforeseen cases via
some type of voting. The ensemble of classifiers is
usually expected to have a higher level of prediction per-
formance compared to any of the individual classifiers.68

In order to improve the efficiency of the diagnosis proced-
ure, this step utilizes several ensemble approaches includ-
ing Bagging, Random Subspace, and Rotation Forest:

• Bagging, defined as bootstrap aggregation, is an ensem-
ble learning method that reduces variance in a noisy set
of data. Bagging chooses a random sample of data from
a training instance with partial substitution, which means
that single data points could be selected multiple times.

• Rotation Forest is a technique for creating classifier
ensembles utilizing various feature sets. To generate
data for training for a classification algorithm, the set
of features is arbitrarily divided into K subsamples (K
is an algorithm parameter), and principal component
analysis (PCA) is performed on every subset.

• Random subspace approach is close to Bagging;
however, the features are arbitrarily sampled for each
classifier, which means that different feature subsets
are utilized to train the base classifier.

Experiment installation and evaluation

Experiment installation. The CNNs constructed in this work
have some hyper-parameters that are adjusted. Among
these hyper-parameters is the epochs’ amount which is
tweaked to 50. Furthermore, the mini-batch size is modified
to 5, and the learning rate is altered to 0.0003. Finally, the
validation frequency is set to 80 and 31 for the MSID and
MSLD datasets, respectively. To learn the CNNs, the sto-
chastic gradient descent with momentum optimization strat-
egy is being used. The 5-fold cross-validation is employed

to access the performance of MonDiaL-CAD CAD. The
base classifier for the ensemble learning approach is the
linear SVM. The number of learners for Bagging and
Rotation Forest is 10. Besides, the number of ensembles
for Random Subspace is 50 and 20 for the MSID and
MSLD datasets, respectively.

Evaluation indicators. To assess the efficacy of the pro-
posed MonDiaL-CAD, four calculations are performed:
True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN), True Positive
(TP), and False Positive (FP). The above metrics describe
examples of numbers that are either correctly or wrongly
identified as monkeypox or negatives. The measures
retrieved are employed to calculate various metrics includ-
ing the sensitivity, precision, accuracy, F1 measure, speci-
ficity, as well as the Mathew correlation coefficient
(MCC). Also, receiving operating characteristics curve
(ROC) and the area under ROC (AUC) is employed. The
evaluation metrics are described by the following equa-
tion:

Accuracy = TP+ TN

TN + FP+ FN + TP
(3)

Sensitivity = TP

TP+ FN
(4)

Precision = TP

TP+ FP
(5)

MCC = TP × TN − FP × FN�����������������������������������������������
(TP+ FP)(TP+ FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)

√
(6)

F1− Score = 2 × TP

(2 × TP)+ FP+ FN
(7)

Specificity = TN

TN + FP
(8)

Results
This section will be illustrating the results of the proposed
MonDiaL-CAD. First, it will provide the accuracy of the
SVM classifier used to score the deep features obtained
from the eight CNNs employed in this work. Next, it
will show the diagnostic accuracy attained by the fused
deep feature sets generated with DWT and explored via
the forward search strategy of MonDiaL-CAD.
Afterward, it will deliver the results achieved after the
presented entropy-based feature selection. Finally, it
will demonstrate the performance of the ensemble classi-
fication procedure.

Deep feature scoring results

The classification accuracies of the SVM classifier trained indi-
viduallywithdeepfeaturesacquired fromeveryCNNareshown
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in Table 3. The table shows that the highest accuracy of 94.8%
and 96.1% are obtained usingResNet-101 andXception for the
MSID andMSLD datasets, respectively. On the other hand, the
least performance is attained with MobileNet for the MSID
dataset with an accuracy of 92.2%, while an accuracy of
92.1% is reached with Inception for the MSLD dataset. These
classification accuracies shown in Table 3 are used to rank
deep features and generate fused deep feature sets which are
then employed to examine the best possible combination of
deep features. Table 4 displays the fused deep feature sets pro-
duced after the ranking procedure.

Fused deep feature set exploration results

The classification accuracies attained using the SVM classifier
during the exploration procedure for the best possible fused
deep feature sets are demonstrated in Figure 4(a) and (b) for
the MSID and MSLD datasets, respectively. It can be noted
from Figure 4(a) that for the MSID dataset, the accuracy
increases from Feature Set 1_MSID to Feature Set 3_MSID
and then decreases afterward. This indicates that Feature Set
3_MSID consisting of the combined spatial-time-frequency
features of Xception+ResNet-101+ResNet-50 CNNs
achieved the highest accuracy of 96.4% and is adequate to
accomplish a diagnosis. There is no need to add deep features
of more CNNs. Likewise, as noticed in Figure 4(b), there is a
significant improvement in the classification accuracy until
Feature Set 3_MSLD, and then no enhancement is noticed
after that.These resultsprove thatFeatureSet3_MSLDinvolv-
ing Xception+ResNet-101+ResNet-18 CNNs trained with
MSLD data is sufficient to accomplish the diagnosis (accur-
acy= 97.8%) adding extra deep feature from other CNNs is
not required and does not increase performance

Deep feature selection results

This section describes the classification accuracies achieved
after the entropy-based feature selection method. An abla-
tion analysis is accomplished to determine the influence
of differing the number of features on the performance of
diagnosis. The outcome of the ablation study is displayed
in Figure 5(a) and (b) for the MSID and MSLD datasets,

Table 3. The classification accuracies (%) of the SVM classifier
trained individually with deep features acquired from every CNN.

MSID dataset MSLD dataset

ResNet-18 94.1 94.3

ResNet-50 94.3 93.4

ResNet-101 94.8 95.2

Inception 94.1 92.1

MobileNet 92.2 93.0

Shuffle 93.6 93.0

Xception 94.5 96.1

DarkNet-53 93.6 93.4

Table 4. Deep feature sets generated after the ranking procedure.

Deep feature set
name CNNs involved

MSID Dataset

Feature Set 1_MSID ResNet-101

Feature Set 2_MSID Xception+ResNet-101

Feature Set 3_MSID Xception+ResNet-101+ ResNet-50

Feature Set 4_MSID Xception+ResNet-101+ ResNet-50+
ResNet-18

Feature Set 5_MSID Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-50+
Inception

Feature Set 6_MSID Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-50+
Shuffle

Feature Set 7_MSID Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-50+
DarkNet-53

Feature Set 8_MSID Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-50+
MobileNet

MSLD Dataset

Feature Set 1_MSLD Xception

Feature Set 2_MSLD Xception+ResNet101

Feature Set 3_MSLD Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-18

Feature Set 4_MSLD Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-18+
ResNet-50

Feature Set 5_MSLD Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-18+
DarkNet-53

Feature Set 6_MSLD Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-18+
Shuffle

Feature Set 7_MSLD Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-18+
MobileNet

Feature Set 8_MSLD Xception+ResNet101+ResNet-18+
Inception
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respectively. Figure 5(a) demonstrates that for the MSID
dataset, the maximum accuracy of 96.7% is attained with
600 and 700 merged deep features, and then the perform-
ance decays. This indicates that feature selection has
improved the classification accuracy and lowered the
number of features used in the diagnosis step. In contrast,
the peak accuracy of 97.8% is achieved with 500 fused
deep features as demonstrated in Figure 5(b). These find-
ings displayed within Figure 5(b) show that the same accur-
acy is attained after feature selection; however, the amount
of features employed is less which correspondingly
decreases the complexity of the classification performance.

The confusion matrices are plotted and shown in
Figure 6(a) and (b) for the MSID and MSLD datasets,
respectively. It can be noted from Figure 6(a) that the sen-
sitivity also described as the true positive rate (TPR) is
equal to 94.6% and the specificity is equal to 98.7% for
the MSID dataset, whereas for the MSLD dataset, the sen-
sitivity and specificity correspond to 98.0% and 97.6% as
shown in Figure 6(b). Furthermore, the ROC curves are dis-
played in Figure 7(a) and (b) for the MSID and MSLD data-
sets, correspondingly. These ROC curves indicate that the

AUC for the MSID and MSLD datasets are equal to 0.99
and 0.99.

Ensemble learning results

This section illustrates the results after building the ensem-
ble classifiers. The results of ensemble learning are demon-
strated in Table 5. For the MSID dataset, both Bagging and
Random Subspace have achieved the same accuracy of
0.971 where the sensitivity (0.957, 0.953), specificity
(0.983, 0.987), precision (0.982, 0.985), F1-measure
(0.969, 0.969), and MCC (0.941, 0.941) are accomplished
for the Bagging and Random Subspace ensembles, respect-
ively, whereas for Rotation Forest the accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, precision, F1-measure, and MCC are 0.967,
0.957, 0.977, 0.974, 0.966, and 0.934. In contrast, for the
MSLD dataset, both Rotation Forest and Random
Subspace have the exact accuracy and MCC of 0.982 and
0.965, while the sensitivity (0.980, 0.990), specificity
(0.984, 0.976), precision (0.980, 0.971), and F1-measure
(0.980, 0.981) are reached for Rotation Forest and
Random Subspace, respectively. For Bagging a higher

Figure 4. The classification accuracies attained using the SVM classifier during the exploration procedure for the best possible fused deep
feature sets for (a) the MSID dataset and (b) the MSLD dataset.
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accuracy of 0.987 is achieved. Moreover, the sensitivity,
specificity, precision, F1-measure, and MCC values are
equal to 0.990, 0.984, 0.981, 0.985, and 0.973 for Bagging.

Discussion
This work presents a CAD termed MonDiaL-CAD for the
automatic diagnosis of monkeypox disease. MonDiaL-CAD
initially acquires deep features from eight CNNs including
ResNet-18, ResNet-50, ResNet-101, Shuffle, MobileNet,
Inception, Xception, and DarkNet-53. It then employs deep
features obtained from every CNN separately to train an
SVM classifier. Next, the classification accuracy of this
SVM classifier is used to rank these deep features.
Afterward, these scores are used to generate several integrated
deep feature sets usinga forward searchapproachwhichguides
the exploration for the best feasible blend of deep features
instead of utilizing all deep features collected from all CNNs.

In this step, DWT is employed to fuse each possible combin-
ation of deep features which reduces the size of features and
results in the spatial-time-frequency presentation of features
rather than only spatial. The selected fused deep feature set
which achieved the highest performance then undergoes a
feature selectionprocedure to further lessen the sizeof the com-
bined features. Finally, the selected features are used to feed
three ensemble classifiers to boost the performance.

The highest performance achieved with each stage of
MonDiaL-CAD and the equivalent number of features used
to train the classification model are assessed and displayed in
Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows that the classification accuracy is
enhanced after fusing deep features of Xception+
ResNet-101+ResNet-50 for the MSID dataset and Xception
+ResNet-101+ResNet-18 for the MSLD dataset reaching
an accuracy of 0.964 and 0.978. The results indicate that
there is no need for using the deep features of other CNNs.
This enhancement is also accompanied by a decrease in the

Figure 5. The classification accuracies (%) attained via the SVM classifier versus the number of deep features for (a) the MSID dataset and
(b) the MSLD dataset.
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Figure 6. The confusion matrix achieved with the SVM classifier that was trained with the deep features selected. (a) the MSID dataset and
(b) the MSLD dataset.
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number of features used to build the classification model from
2048 to 1536 and 1152 for the MSID and MSLD datasets as
shown in Figure 8(b). Furthermore, this enhancement in accur-
acy verifies that employing the spatial-time-frequency features
obtainedwithDWT in this step is superior to using spatial deep
features only. Furthermore, the classification accuracy has
further improved after utilizing the entropy-based feature
selection for the MSID dataset (0.967), while it is the same
for the MSLD dataset; however, the number of features is
further reduced to 600 and 500 for theMSID andMSLD data-
sets, correspondingly. In addition, a further increase in the clas-
sification accuracy is achieved using ensemble classifiers,

reaching 0.971 and 0.987 with Bagging for the MSID and
MSLD datasets, correspondingly.

Comparisons

There are at present few articles that proposed CADs for mon-
keypox diagnosis. As a result, a broad comparison of our
research results with previous research is narrow; however, a
better-level evaluation of the presented performance measures
remains viable. Table 6 shows a comparative study between
MonDiaL-CAD and other previous CADs that performed
binary classification using the same datasets. The results in
Table 6 indicate that MonDiaL-CAD has a competing capabil-
ity compared to other previous CAD. This is obvious as
MonDiaL-CAD attained higher accuracy than most previous
CADs. This is because they employed individual CNNs
like,3,36,42,45,52 did not perform feature selection,12,42,45,52 or
did not employ ensemble learning.3,30,36,42,45,52 However,
MonDiaL-CAD uses deep features from three CNNs. It also
employs DWT to fuse features and reduce their dimension.
Furthermore, it utilizes an entropy-based feature selection to
further lower the size of features. Finally, MonDiaL-CAD
adapts ensemble learning toboost performance. It isworthmen-
tioning that the MSLD dataset has two editions: the original
version and the augmented edition. The authors of reference44

used the augmented edition of the dataset which contains ver-
sions of augmented images in both training and testing sets
which led to this very high accuracy with only features of
ResNet-18. In other words, the authors trained their model
with augmented images that has close augmented replicas in
the testingdatawhichdefinitely lead toaveryhigh-performance
results. However, in the proposedmodel, the original edition of
the MDSL dataset was utilized, and the images of the training
set were only augmented to ensure that no replicas of the train-
ing images are included in the testing set of images.

On the other hand, the study3 employed an optimization
technique based on the AL-Biruni Earth radius stochastic
fractal search (BERSFS). Although BERSFS improved the
detection accuracy of the customized CNN, it has a very
high computational cost which increases the complexity of
the classification/detection process. Furthermore, the study3

differentiated between monkeypox and chickenpox, measles,
and healthy cases, whereas the proposed model distinguished
between monkeypox and non-monkeypox cases.

Limitations of MonDiaL-CAD and future
improvements

Numerous limitations have been encountered during the
occurrence of the monkeypox illness that were outside of
the scope of this study at the moment. The author highlights
the following as research flaws that can be solved and
improved in future work:

Figure 7. The ROC curve accomplished utilizing the SVM classifier
trained with the selected deep features for (a) the MSID dataset and
(b) the MSLD dataset.
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Table 5. The performance measures attained by ensemble classifiers for the MSID and MSLD datasets, respectively.

Ensemble Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision F1-measure MCC

MSID Dataset

Bagging 0.971 0.957 0.983 0.982 0.969 0.941

Rotation Forest 0.967 0.957 0.977 0.974 0.966 0.934

Random Subspace 0.971 0.953 0.987 0.985 0.969 0.941

MSLD Dataset

Bagging 0.987 0.990 0.984 0.981 0.985 0.973

Rotation Forest 0.982 0.980 0.984 0.980 0.980 0.965

Random Subspace 0.982 0.990 0.976 0.971 0.981 0.965

Figure 8. MonDiaL-CAD stages performance comparison; (a) the highest accuracy achieved with each stage of MonDiaL-CAD and (b) the
corresponding features’ amount employed to feed the classification model.
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• Availability of data is a massive obstacle since there is
no large dataset accessible. The above makes data
authentication schemes like interpretation and utilization
difficult. This factor limits the availability of benchmark
literature. The insufficiency of relevant literature makes
it difficult to conduct a fair assessment to evaluate the
performance of the MonDiaL-CAD.

• One of the chief aspects of this restricted accessibility of
data is the violation of privacy. Because monkeypox com-
monly affects the whole body, it is regularly difficult to
find and use photographs of diseased faces images, espe-
cially for kids. Nevertheless, a variety of public repositor-
ies are continuously collecting new images to increase the
volume of information available. As a result, data scarcity
concerns may be alleviated in the coming days, but such
datasets may be used in future studies to investigate the
actual effectiveness of the proposed CAD.

• Furthermore, because monkeypox is uncommon, the
illness is understudied. As a result, healthcare profes-
sionals that are experts in such condition is limited.
Subsequently, it can result in the ailment not being prop-
erly diagnosed, resulting in illness propagation and
ultimate epidemic.

• The datasets utilized were mostly gathered from public
sources instead of medical centers or hospitals. Moreover,
such datasets comprise a relatively small number of
images. Also, it currently contains a small number of

distinct patients. As a result, theMonDiaL-CAD’s general-
izability is limited. Future work will address this issue by
adding more samples and more patient images from
health facilities and hospitals to improve generalizability.

• This study did not consider other clinical features and
patient data such as age, gender, and physical condition.
Upcoming work will address this concern by adding this
during the construction of the future CAD.

• The study did not involve an optimization technique for
fine-tuning the CNNs’ hyper-parameters, and upcoming
work will address this issue.

• Future work will consider using optimization techniques
such as AL-Biruni Earth radius stochastic fractal Search
(BERSFS) to improve performance.

Conclusion
This work proposed a CAD called MonDiaL-CAD for diag-
nosing monkeypox disease automatically and accurately. In
order to construct and validate the performance of
MonDiaL-CAD, two datasets that were collected from
online sources were utilized known as the MSID and
MSLD datasets. MonDiaL-CAD CAD begins by obtaining
deep features from eight CNNs. The deep features extracted
from each CNN are then employed to learn an SVM classi-
fier. Following that, the SVM classifiers’ classification accur-
acy is utilized to sort these deep features. Next, the above

Table 6. Comparison study between the performance of MonDiaL-CAD and other earlier CAD that performed classification using the MSID
and MSLD datasets.

Study Dataset Methods Accuracy

42 MSLD MobileNet 91.11%

44 MSLD ResNet-18 99.81%

45 MSLD MiniGoogLeNet 97.08%

30 MSLD Inception+ Xception+ DenseNet-169+ Beta function-based
normalization method

93.39%

31 MSLD EfficientB0+ DenseNet 94.57%

3 MSID customized CNN+ BERSFS 98.83%

36 MSID GoogLeNet+ BER+ SC+ PS+MLP 93.8%

12 MSID HHO+ VGG-19+ RF+ SVM+Majority voting 97.67%

52 Customized Dataset+MSLD MobileNet 96.8%

MonDiaL-CAD MSID (Xception+ ResNet-101+ ResNet-50)+ DWT+ FS+Bagging 97.1%

MSLD (Xception+ ResNet-101+ ResNet-18)+ DWT+ FS+Bagging 98.7%
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scores are applied to create multiple unified deep feature sets
using a forward search algorithm, which instructs the search
for the best available composite of deep features rather than
incorporating the entire deep feature sets obtained from all
CNNs. During the fusion phase, DWT is used to merge
every possible combination of deep features, lowering
feature size and resulting in a spatial-time-frequency demon-
stration of features instead of solely spatial information. The
fused deep feature set with the best performance is then sub-
jected to a feature selection method to lower the combined
feature dimensions even further. Eventually, the chosen fea-
tures are fed to three ensemble classifiers to improve perform-
ance. The result verified that combining deep features of only
three CNNs achieved the highest classification accuracy, thus
there is no necessity to add more deep features from other
CNNs which increases the complexity and duration of train-
ing of the classification model. Furthermore, merging deep
features with DWT has revealed the time-frequency represen-
tations of the spatial deep feature. Training the classification
model with these spatial-time-frequency representations has
enhanced performance and lowered the feature space dimen-
sionality thus lowering its complexity. The entropy-based
feature selection when applied to the best combination of
deep features has successfully lowered the dimension of fea-
tures achieving at least the same classification accuracy.
Lastly, the three ensemble classifiers have a further enhance-
ment in the classification accuracy. Furthermore, the results of
MonDiaL-CAD are compared to prior CADs to show the
effectiveness of the proposed procedure. The comparative
study revealed that the proposed method outperformed most
of the existing CADs. Because the proposed CAD achieved
promising results utilizing deep learning algorithms such as
CNNs and TL, it will strongly urge researchers and clinicians
to use CNNs and TL methodologies to create and implement
CNN-based monkeypox diagnosis in clinical settings.
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